
First 5K 
by Moss Everhard



      Why me? I must admit that’s a question I’m asking myself as well. I’m just a
regular dude in his mid-40's who happened to take up running 7 years ago when I
realized I needed a life change. I was overweight, smoking, and with bad eating
habits as I traveled globally with my job. I had no motivation or energy and was
suffering from depression and anxiety due to huge life changes, shortly after
relocating my family from Akron, Ohio to the UK for my ex-spouse to be closer to her
family with our two small children. I found myself going through a divorce, which at
the time threw my life spiraling out of control. I was emotionally and mentally
struggling, as I had left my family and support system back in Ohio and now
overseas feeling isolated and helpless. I never knew how depression could be
devastating and can be overwhelming till I found myself in that situation. I knew it
was not just the divorce that was affecting me but how much I had failed myself as
an individual. I needed to find myself again because the person I had become was
not someone I was happy or proud of. Depression and obesity were crippling me in
all aspects of life emotionally and physically, changes needed to happen. 

      I decided one day to try out a ‘couch to 5k’ app and I haven’t looked back since.
It was invigorating, empowering, and exactly the centering type of activity that my
mind, body, and soul needed. I never knew what I was missing. Working my way up
from a 5k to a marathon and from there to 100 mile runs over 24-hour races. Every
time I hit a goal I needed the next goal…it’s addictive, it’s therapeutic and it’s
changed my life. It’s given me the realization that anyone can set goals, even
seemingly impossible ones, and achieve them. I’m in the best shape of my life at age
45 and I feel great!

      So perhaps I do have something to say, maybe my journey can help inspire a
few people to do the same. So if you're looking for a change, buckle up…..it’s going
to be hard, it’s going to be fun……and it’s going to change your life!

45 Year Old Ultra Runner
Akron, Ohio 



      So here's the thing. If you've never run before you might be dreading it. With
that in mind, it’s incredibly important to make sure that you ease into this process
and go at a pace that doesn't make you think 'holy crap this is hard" because it
going to deter you from wanting to continue and you won’t look forward to your
runs. It might take a little time before you do actually get excited about your jaunts
out around the park or trails or wherever you eventually run. Be patient, it’ll happen
and it will make your runs effortless and exhilarating. One thing that helped me
ease into running was a ‘couch to 5k’ app and I’ve used that as a guide here with
a little added flexibility. I found that after a few weeks I was able to progress more
quickly than the app was going so felt it was holding me back a bit and I started
doing my own thing, which worked for me. 

      I realize everyone is different and so there is some leniency in the plan below if
you feel like you’re ready to move forward and also for those of you that need a
little more time at any stage. Remember, it’s key to not push so hard at the
beginning so you don’t get frustrated and think you can’t continue.

      Keep your pace at a very slow jog for the first couple of weeks, hardly more than
a walking pace. If you haven’t run for a while (or ever) your body will need time to
adjust. On your first couple of runs your legs will be building up lactic acid (especially
if you're coming from a fairly sedentary lifestyle) so you may be stiff the day after.
This is a good thing and eventually, you will probably come to love this feeling of pain
in your legs….it shows you’ve been working hard!

Kinderscout, UK



1 Time to suck it up and go.
3 Days Training. 4 Days Off 

2 Heads up! You’re on your way.
3 Days Training. 4 Days Off with  2 Walk Options Days

3 No Turning Back Now!
3 Days Training. 4 Days Off with 2 Walk Options Days

4 No Turning Back Now!
3 Days Training. 4 Days Off with 2 Walk Options Days

5 Halfway?!? Already?!?!
3 Days Training. 4 Days Off with 2 Walk Options Days

6 Longer Runs 
3 Days Training. 4 Days Off with 2 Walk Options Days

7 So close
3 Days Training. 4 Days Off with 2 Walk Options Days
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9 Week Breakdown

8 Any day now! 
3 Days Training. 4 Days Off with 2 Walk Options Days

9 It all paid off……and it’s just the beginning….
RUN YOUR FIRST5K 



	 So here's the thing. If you've never run 
before you might be dreading it. With that in 
mind, it’s incredibly important to make sure 
that you ease into this process and go at a 
pace that doesn't make you think 'holy crap 
this is hard', because it going to deter you 
from wanting to continue and you won’t look 
forward to your runs. It might take a little time 
before you do actually get excited about your 
jaunts out around the park or trails or 
wherever you eventually run, but be patient, 
it’ll happen and it will make your runs 
effortless and exhilarating. 


	 One thing that helped me ease into 
running was a ‘couch to 5k’ app and I’ve 
used that as a guide here with a little added 
flexibility. I found that after a few weeks I was 
able to progress more quickly than the app 
was going so felt it was holding me back a bit 
and I started doing my own thing, which 
worked for me.  I realize everyone is different 
and so there is some leniency in the plan 
below if you feel like you’re ready to move 
forward and also for those of you that need a 
little more time at any stage. Remember, it’s 
key to not push so hard at the beginning so 
you don’t get frustrated and think you can’t 
continue. 

	 

	 Keep your pace at a very slow jog for 
the first couple weeks, hardly more than a 
walking pace. If you haven’t run for awhile (or 
ever) your body will need time to adjust.  On 
your first couple of runs your legs will be 
building up lactic acid (especially if you're 
coming from a fairly sedentary lifestyle) so 
you may be stiff the day after. This is a good 
thing and eventually you will probably come 
to love this feeling of pain in your legs….it 
shows you’ve been working hard! 


	

TIME TO START

EASY, EASY, EASY!!



WEEK 1

 The beginning week has you walking for five minutes to warm up your legs followed by a series 
of short 60 second runs sandwiched between 90 second walks and then finishing again with a five 
minute walk. It’s also a great idea to incorporate a stretch routine once you finish as well while your 
muscles are still warm and pliable.   This will help to decrease your risk of injury and increase your 
range of motion which will help you become a more efficient runner.   

 The key this week, once again, is to ensure that your running pace is a very slow, relaxed jog. 
There is no need for speed at this point as it’s vital to get your mind in a state of ‘can do’ as opposed 
to ‘that was really tough’.  The beginning of this program is designed to get your legs and body used to 
running and slowly waking all those muscles up in a controlled way so slow and low is the tempo!  You 
can run any time of day that suits you, but make sure you don’t eat at least an hour before run 
otherwise you will be cursing yourself. You will be running on 3 days this first week, so make sure you 
have a rest day between run days.  

 Finally….one last word of encouragement as you start.  If you’re feeling apprehensive, 
remember, It’s only 30 minutes of your day…..and it’s the start of something incredibly positive!  YOU 
CAN DO THIS!! 

MON TUE WED THURS FRI SAT SUN

5 minute walk


8 X (60 sec run/90 
sec walk)


5 minute walk

OFF 5 minute walk


8 X (60 sec run/90 
sec walk)


5 minute walk

OFF 5 minute walk


8 X (60 sec run/90 
sec walk)


5 minute walk

OFF OFF

Time to suck it up and go. 



WEEK 2

 So you've made it 
through the first week, that’s 
a big mental step and shows 
you’ve got the tenacity to 
stick with this and see it out 
to the finish. Week two is 
more of the same with slightly 
longer runs and walks, 
keeping with the mindset of 
slow and easy still. You will 
again start with a 5 minute 
walk to warm those legs up 
and then alternate 90 second 
runs and two minute walks 
finishing with another five 
minute walk. And again, don’t 
forget those stretches! Try 
and make stretching a 
regular part of your running 
routine, that way it’s just habit 
to take a couple minutes to look after those muscles and help  keep them from seizing and tightening up.  

 If you had a couple of sore days last week on your off days, this should start easing during this 
week as your legs start getting used to the activity, a sign you’re already becoming a runner!  Take this as 
a small accomplishment and be proud of it.  It’s important to stay positive and keep yourself excited about 
your progress. YOU ARE DOING THIS!! 

Head up! You’re on you're way…

MON TUE WED THURS FRI SAT SUN

5 minute walk


6 X (90 sec run/2 
min walk)


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


6 X (90 sec run/2 
min walk)


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


6 X (90 sec run/2 
min walk)


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF


Optional 30 
minute walk

OFF


Optional 30 
minute walk



 Week three brings a bit of a change up in 
the alternating run/walk sessions. As always 
you’ll begin with a five minute walk to warm up 
followed by two courses of 90 second run/90 
second walk/3 minute run/3 minute walk and of 
course the five minute walk to cool down. Now 
the important thing is not to be deterred by the 
three minute runs. You should be getting used to 
the 90 seconds of running by now and think 
three minutes is going to be a bit of a push for 
you. Remember to keep your pace as slow as 
possible so you can run for the entire three 
minutes.  
  
As I said before speed doesn’t matter at this 
stage, the important thing is raising your heart 
rate and then letting it recover and then raising/
recover/raising etc. so as long as your effort is 
increased during these short runs then you’re 
achieving what you need to.  This type of 
training helps strengthen your heart and will 
make your cardiovascular system more efficient 
so your runs will become easier and your 
endurance will improve.  When you finish a run 
make sure you keep moving for the walks, don’t 
stop to recover, keep those legs moving!  
  
 The weeks coming ahead will slowly 
increase the run times, as expected.  This is 
why I think it’s most important to go slow and 
easy.  You don’t want to be dreading the next 

session, you want to finish your runs and feel 
positive, accomplished and looking forward to 
the next one.  Again this week, you’ll be running 
three times so you’ll have a day off in between 
run days. It’s not a terrible idea to go on a short 
walk on your days off. This will help to keep your 
legs pliable and stretch those muscles out a bit 
as well as search for some possible new routes 
for your future runs!  KEEP GOING!

WEEK 3
No Turning Back Now……..
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5 minute walk


2 X (90 sec run/90 
sec walk/3 min run/3 

min walk)


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


2 X (90 sec run/90 
sec walk/3 min run/3 

min walk)


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


2 X (90 sec run/90 
sec walk/3 min run/3 

min walk)


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF


Optional 30 
minute walk

OFF


Optional 30 
minute walk



WEEK 4
End of the monotony

 Now, just because the runs are growing in 
length, don’t feel discouraged.  Take each one as a 
small challenge, you’ve already run for three minutes 
straight so five minutes is no big deal now….it won’t 
be any harder than three minutes was. Pace yourself 
slowly and just get through each little segment one at 
a time.  As always, don’t forget your stretching 
afterwards! 

 It’s quite a break from the previous weeks as 
you’re starting to really build on your endurance now.  
You may have a bit of soreness again the next day 
after a run, a walk will help stretch those muscles out 
and flush out any lactic acid which may have built up 
in your legs. But again, see this pain as progress! 
You’re running for a good five minutes solid now and 
that’s a great achievement. Your heart is building in 
strength, you're flushing fresh oxygenated blood 
throughout your body every time you run and you 
should start feeling more energetic during the day 
and perhaps even sleeping better.

MON TUE WED THURS FRI SAT SUN

5 minute walk


3 min run

90 sec walk

5 min run


2 1/2 min walk

3 min run


90 sec walk

5 min run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


3 min run

90 sec walk

5 min run


2 1/2 min walk

3 min run


90 sec walk

5 min run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


3 min run

90 sec walk

5 min run


2 1/2 min walk

3 min run


90 sec walk

5 min run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF


Optional 30 
minute walk

OFF


Optional 30 
minute walk



 By now you should be starting to feel many of 
the benefits of running and hopefully enjoying your 
runs.  This week is broken down a bit differently to 
previous weeks in that your first two runs will be 8 
minute run/5 minute walk/8 minute run and your third 
run day will be a straight 20 minute run. Each 
session again should start with your 5 minute walk 
and end with a five minute cool down walk as in 
previous days.  

 Yes, that’s not a typo….your final run this 
week is just 20 minutes of pure running! You are 
ready for this now and shouldn’t let it play on your 
mind. Each week from here on out will culminate in a 
long run day that you should take as a weekly 
challenge and accomplish this achievement. It’s 
important to keep this momentum going at this point 
and keep your eyes open to the small victories each 
week!   

 Also, if you haven’t started going for a walk on 
one of your days off on the weekend it is a great 
time to start this.  The longer runs on your last days 
in the coming weeks will be pushing your legs more 
than ever so a good stretching walk will help make 
the following weeks easier to start by loosening your 
legs and flushing that lactic acid out of them. 

WEEK 5
Halfway?!? Already?!?!
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5 minute walk


8 min run

5 minute walk


8 min run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


8 min run

5 minute walk


8 min run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


20 minute run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF


Or


30 minute 
walk

OFF


Or


30 minute 
walk



WEEK 6

 More of the same this week, two days of 10 minute run/3 minute walk/10 minute run 
sandwiched between your five minute warm up walk and five minute cool down walk, and your 
third day is a 25 minute run. Hopefully by now a 25 minute run doesn’t feel impossible to you, it 
will be hard, but you’ve accomplished a 20 minute run now and another five minutes will be over 
before you know it.   

 It’s important to start thinking about 
your stride as you start these longer runs. A 
healthy stride will help minimize injuries and 
make sure you're running as efficiently as 
possible.  There’s a lot of speculation about 
proper form and foot strike etc., but a couple 
things are pretty universally thought of as 
‘healthy’ practices.   
  
 First is to keep your head looking 
forward, shoulders and arms relaxed and 
chest proud to help keep your airway as open 
as possible. Your arm swing should be kept 
forward and back, not side to side, to minimize 
any strain on your back. Keep your hands 
relaxed but closed.     
   
 Also, try not to lean forward from your hips, ideally you should lean slightly forward from 
the ankles, this seems awkward at first but you soon get used to it. It’s a lot to think about so 
maybe just start mastering one or two of these at a time until you’ve incorporated them all into 
your stride.   

Longer……….

MON TUE WED THURS FRI SAT SUN

5 minute walk


10 min run

3 minute walk


10 min run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


10 min run

3 minute walk


10 min run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


25 minute run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF


Or


30 minute 
walk

OFF


Or


 30 minute 
walk



WEEK 7
 Now we’re getting serious….each run this week is just a 25 minute run. No more 
walking apart from your 5 minute warm up and cool down. Your body should now be 
accustom to longer runs so your recovery days shouldn’t  be plagued with stiff and sore 
legs. As long as you continue your stretches after each run and a walk on the weekend your 
legs will be refreshed and ready to go each day. Keep your stride in your mind as you go 
along and work towards making it a habit. It will ultimately keep you less prone to injuries 
and help you advance more easily towards your future running goals.  

 If you’re finding the runs becoming a bit tedious why not start running a different route 
or travel to a nearby park for a change of scenery. I find that when running a different route, 
especially a new trail, my runs are so much more enjoyable.  Sometimes grinding out the 
same run every day will wear you down and might start dampening your momentum. So get 
out there and find some exciting new paths and parks to run! 

So close….
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5 minute walk


25 minute run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


25 minute run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


25 minute run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF


Or


30 minute 
walk

OFF


Or


 30 minute 
walk



 This is your last week before you run your first 5k!  In fact, depending on your pace you might 
even hit 5k this week. Each run this week is 30 minutes, nice and simple. Stride, stretching and 
walking should start becoming normal routine and just part of your running week. There’s nothing 
more frustrating once you become a regular runner than getting an injury that keeps you from getting 
out there. Even the best runners get injuries and most can probably be down to a lapse of practice, 
heck I’m out of action right now due to an IT band issue because I didn’t keep up with my regular 
stretching routine after a series of long runs!  

WEEK 8
Any day now…..
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5 minute walk


30 minute run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


30 minute run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF 5 minute walk


30 minute run


5 minute walk


STRETCH!

OFF


Or


30 minute 
walk

OFF


Or


 30 minute 
walk



 Simple…..run 5k without stopping! That’s it! You’ve worked hard for the last two months and you’ve 
got the endurance now to do this.  Warm up with your walk and ease into your run at a comfortable pace. 
Don’t think about the time or distance, concentrate on your stride and just enjoy it.  You should take great 
pride in reaching this first milestone and you’re probably feeling and seeing the improvements in your body 
and mind. 

 Also, keep your momentum going!  Keep up the three runs a week schedule.  Don’t be satisfied with 
hitting the 5k distance, work towards new goals like a faster time or a longer distance.  Making these goals 
and hitting them gives you a great sense of achievement and at the same time is invaluable to your well-
being, both physically and mentally. I found it incredibly addictive meeting new running challenges and 
proving to myself that I could achieve them, and along the way became fitter and happier at every step. 

WEEK 9
It all paid off……and it’s just the beginning….
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